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Stefano Giust 4tet is a groove-jazz instrumental band influenced by funk, 
blues, Latin and world music. The setlist is done by jazz standards and 
original compositions of the leader and founder, saxophonist Stefano Giust. 
Throughout his work, Stefano fully expresses his passion for African-American 
music, thanks to a long phase of personal research and several trips to Cuba 
and Brazil, plus multiple jazz experiences in France, the Netherlands and in 
his country of origin: Italy.
On the Parisian music scene Stefano met Tancredi d'Alo' (guitar), Fred 
Rousseau (bass) and François Causse (drums).
The group leader, Stefano Giust, affirms:
«Music is a primitive language, much older and instinctive than speech.»
It is from this observation, transformed into a credo, that the Stefano Giust 
4tet was formed. A musical encounter, where the four members of the group 
create a groovy vibration, between jazz and inspired funk, with a backdrop of 
Afro and Latin rhythms. It is also a human encounter, where the affinities 
among individuals resonate through the instruments, giving each song a little 
extra soul.
This group speaks a contagious acoustic language. A high-dose of distilled 
energy to be shared urgently.
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Indie label Musique à Volonté is proud to present the new 
album «Aglio, Olio & Jazz» recorded 2016 in Paris ; digital 
distribution iMusiciandigital.com since 26th of November 2017

iTunes https://buff.ly/2AFpVYd
Amazon https://buff.ly/2AHtn4q
Google Play https://buff.ly/2AFpYmR
Microsoft https://buff.ly/2AFpZap
Qobuz https://buff.ly/2AFqGR3
Deezer https://buff.ly/2AEjgh1
Spotify https://buff.ly/2AH5NVB
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